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Discover outstanding picturebooks from around the world

dPICTUS is a curated platform and active community where international picturebook publishers and agents promote their titles, secure rights deals, discover emerging talent, and make new publishing connections to meet at book fairs.

Our members look at outstanding new releases and backlist titles online, in full, from world-class publishers, including winners of the BolognaRagazzi Awards and the Bologna BOP Prize. We work with international specialists in picturebooks and illustration to highlight titles on dPICTUS and curate picturebooks for book fair exhibitions.

Our aim with dPICTUS is to help outstanding picturebooks cross borders and captivate new readers around the world.

Learn more at dpictus.com
The Exhibition: 100 Outstanding Picturebooks

Through the year, we invite guest curators - international picturebook and illustration specialists - to highlight their favourite picturebooks on the dPICTUS platform. They use their own criteria to highlight titles independently.

The dPICTUS 100 Outstanding Picturebooks exhibition at the Frankfurt Book Fair 2019 features the titles which have been highlighted by the most guest curators. You’ll find an eclectic mix of new-and-soon-to-be-released picturebooks and classic backlist titles.

On the following pages, you can read about the curators and see the 100 picturebooks featured in the exhibition.

You’ll also find foreign rights contacts listed for all titles.
Sophie van der Linden is a specialist in children’s literature, focusing mainly on picturebooks. She’s chief editor of Hors-Cadre[es], an observatory of illustrated literature, and has written a number of reference works on children’s books. Sophie teaches Visual Culture at Condé in Paris and Children’s Literature at several universities. She also runs a children’s literature blog: svdl.fr

Yukiko Hiromatsu is a picturebook author, critic and curator. She writes picturebook reviews and articles for Japanese newspapers and magazines, and she was chief curator of Chihiro Art Museum in Tokyo. Yukiko has been on several award juries, including the Bologna Illustrators Exhibition, the Nami Concours, and chair of the jury for the Biennial of Illustration Bratislava.

Martin Salisbury is Professor of Illustration and founder of the MA Children’s Book Illustration at the Cambridge School of Art. He’s written numerous books on the practice and theory of children’s book illustration, speaks on the subject around the world, and has been on many award juries, including chair of the jury for the BolognaRagazzi Awards.

Jiwone Lee is a translator, curator, art historian, researcher and lecturer. She’s translated more than fifty picturebooks, and has worked with many authors and illustrators as a freelance editor. She also teaches the history and theory of illustration at the University of Seoul, and works as a curator at the Albus Gallery in Seoul. Jiwone has a PhD on a thesis in illustration history.

Leonard S. Marcus is one of the world’s leading writers and speakers about children’s books and the people who create them. He’s written over 25 award-winning books, is a founding trustee of the Eric Carle Museum of Picture Book Art, writes for the New York Times Book Review, and teaches at New York University and the School of Visual Arts. leonardmarcus.com

Bernd Mölck-Tassel is an award-winning illustrator, Professor of Children’s Book Illustration at the Hamburg University of Applied Sciences (HAW), and founder of the Hamburg Picture Book Prize. He’s been on several award juries, including the BolognaRagazzis, the Bologna Illustrators Exhibition, and chair of the Hans Meid Book Illustration Award.

Ilaria Tontardini has worked for Hamelin Cultural Association since 2005, after training as an art historian and being involved in museum education. With Hamelin, she’s in charge of exhibitions, workshops for adults and children, and many other activities relating to illustration. She also teaches History of Illustration at the Academy of Fine Arts in Bologna. hamelin.net
ROSIE RUNS
Marika Majala
Etana Editions, Finland

Foreign rights contact:
Carin Bacho
carin.bacho@kojaagency.com

A SUMMER OF DIVING
Sara Stridsberg & Sara Lundberg
Magikon
Mirando Bok, Sweden

Foreign rights contact:
Carin Bacho
carin.bacho@kojaagency.com

THE OLD RUSSIAN HOME
Alexandra Litvina & Anna Desnitskaya
Samokat, Russia

Foreign rights contact:
Evgeniya Karpenko
evgeniya.karpenko@samokatbook.ru

UMBRELLA
Elena Arevalo Melville
Scallywag Press, United Kingdom

Foreign rights contact:
Sarah Pakenham
publisher@scallywagpress.com

PUPPET, PLUM PIT, PLUM, PLANK, AND BACK TO PUPPET
Vojtěch Mašek & Chrudol Valoušek
Baobab, Czech Republic

Foreign rights contact:
Tereza Horváthová
baobabooks@gmail.com

HALF, HALF
Isabel Minhós Martins & Madalena Matoso
Planeta Tangerina, Portugal

Foreign rights contact:
Mariana Vale
mariana.vale@planetatangerina.com

THE GARDEN
ATAK
Verlag Antje Kunstmann, Germany

Foreign rights contact:
Heike Bräutigam
h.braeutigam@kunstmann.de
TARKE’S TYRE
Mathilde Chevre & Georges Daaboul
Le port à jauni, France

Foreign rights contact:
Mathilde Chevre
leportajauni@free.fr

MOON
Junko Nakamura
Editions MeMo, France

Foreign rights contact:
Hannele Legras
hannele@hanneleandassociates.fr

MORNING KITTY: THE CRACK OF DAWN
Anne Herbauts
Pastel—l’école des loisirs, Belgium

Foreign rights contact:
Muriel d’Oultremont
pastel.doultremont@ecoledesloisirs.be

MUSEUM
Manuel Marsol & Javier Sáez Castán
Fulgencio Pimentel, Spain

Foreign rights contact:
Manuel Marsol
manuelmarsol@gmail.com
100 OUTSTANDING PICTUREBOOKS

**P + E**
Espen Dekko & Mari Kanstad Johnsen
Magikon Forlag, Norway

*Foreign rights contact:*
Svein Størksen
svein@magikon.no

---

**WILLIAM, THE SPYGLASS AND THE TIGER**
Charlotte Lemaire
Biscoto, France

*Foreign rights contact:*
Stéphanie Vernet
thepicturebookagency@gmail.com

---

**DUCK, DEATH AND THE TULIP**
Wolf Erlbruch
Verlag Antje Kunstmann, Germany

*Foreign rights contact:*
Heike Bräutigam
h.braeutigam@kunstmann.de

---

**WHAT IS THIS FRUIT?**
Anne Crausaz
Editions MeMo, France

*Foreign rights contact:*
Hannele Legras
hannele@hanneleandassociates.fr

---

**THIS IS HOW THE EARTH TURNS**
Martine Laffon & Mayumi Otero
Les Fourmis Rouges, France

*Foreign rights contact:*
Hannele Legras
hannele@hanneleandassociates.fr

---

**KISSES**
Goele Dewanckel
Orecchio Acerbo, Italy

*Foreign rights contact:*
Carla Ghisalberti
carla.orecchioacerbo@gmail.com

---

**THE KING OF TREES**
Da Wu
Beijing Poplar Culture Company, China

*Foreign rights contact:*
Solene Fengbei Xie
solene.xie@outlook.com

---

**FARWEST**
Peter Elliott & Kitty Crowther
Pastel—l’école des loisirs, Belgium

*Foreign rights contact:*
Muriel d’Oultremont
pastel.doultremont@ecoledesloisirs.be

---
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FRANKLIN AND LUNA AND THE BOOK OF FAIRY TALES
Jen Campbell & Katie Harnett
Thames & Hudson, United Kingdom

Foreign rights contact:
Joséphine Seblon
j.seblon@thameshudson.co.uk

GAËTAN TALPA’S DREAM
Stéphanie Demasse-Pottier & Adèle Verlinden
Les Fourmis Rouges, France

Foreign rights contact:
Hannele Legras
hannele@hanneleandassociates.fr

HIGH-TIDE
Bernardo P. Carvalho
Planeta Tangerina, Portugal

Foreign rights contact:
Mariana Vale
mariana.vale@planetatangerina.com

THE MILLION DOLLAR IDEA
Katerina Sad
The Old Lion Publishing House, Ukraine

Foreign rights contact:
Ivan Fedechko
ivan.fedechko@starlev.com.ua

THE BATTLE OF BALDERDASH
Heinz Janisch & Aljoscha Blau
Atlantis Verlag, Switzerland

Foreign rights contact:
Sindhya Bergamin
sindhya.bergamin@ofv.ch

THE BEACH
Sol Undurraga
L’Agrume, France

Foreign rights contact:
Stéphanie Vernet
thepicturebookagency@gmail.com

ERIKA AND HER FEARS
Juris Petraskevičs
Liels un mazs, Latvia

Foreign rights contact:
Alise Nigale
limze@lielsmazs.lv

EVERYONE WALKS AWAY
Eva Lindström
Alfabet Bokförlag, Sweden

Foreign rights contact:
AnnaKaisa Danielsson
annakaisa@alfabeta.se
The Hunter
Fabian Negrin
Orecchio Acerbo, Italy
Foreign rights contact:
Carla Ghisalberti
carla.orecchioacerbo@gmail.com

The Bear Who Wasn’t There
Oren Lavie & Wolf Erlbruch
Verlag Antje Kunstmann, Germany
Foreign rights contact:
Heike Bräutigam
h.braeutigam@kunstmann.de

The Land of Chintiens – The Islands
Anne Brouillard
Pastel—l’école des loisirs, Belgium
Foreign rights contact:
Muriel d’Oultremont
pastel.doultremont@ecoledesloisirs.be

Grasshopper
Tatiana Ukhova
Samokat, Russia
Foreign rights contact:
Evgeniya Karpenko
evgeniya.karpenko@samokatbook.ru

View these picturebooks in full at dpictus.com
WHAT IS A RIVER?
Monika Vaicenavičiūnė
Bokförlaget Opal, Sweden
Foreign rights contact:
Anja Eriksson
anja@opal.se

BEAR WITH ME
Noemi Vola
Corraini Edizioni, Italy
Foreign rights contact:
Giovanna Ballin
rights@corraini.com

THE TIGER WHO WOULD BE KING
James Thurber & JooHee Yoon
Orecchio Acerbo, Italy
Foreign rights contact:
Carla Ghisalberti
carla.oreccioacerbo@gmail.com

MR RABBIT GETS MARRIED
Eric Sanvoisin & Delphine Jacquot
L’etagère du bas, France
Foreign rights contact:
Stéphanie Vernet
thepicturebookagency@gmail.com

WHAT WEATHER
Britta Teckentrup
Jacoby & Stuart, Germany
Foreign rights contact:
Maria Holtrop
maria.holtrop@jacobystuart.de

TOPSY TURVY WORLD
ATAK
Jacoby & Stuart, Germany
Foreign rights contact:
Maria Holtrop
maria.holtrop@jacobystuart.de

LOOK HAMLET
Barbro Lindgren & Anna Högland
Karneval förlag, Sweden
Foreign rights contact:
Carin Bacho
carin.bacho@kojaagency.com

TO EACH THEIR OWN HOUSE
Chiara Carrer
Petra Ediciones, Mexico
Foreign rights contact:
Peggy Espinosa
petra@petraediciones.com

BEAR WITH ME
Noemi Vola
Corraini Edizioni, Italy
Foreign rights contact:
Giovanna Ballin
rights@corraini.com
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FISHERWOMAN’S LULLABY
Gabriela Mistral & Mercé Galí
Editorial Amanuta, Chile

Foreign rights contact:
Ana María Pavez
ana@amanuta.cl

SEA
Ricardo Henriques & André Letria
Pato Lógico, Portugal

Foreign rights contact:
Marta Ferreira
marta.ferreira@pato-logico.com

THE GREAT FRIEND
Ylva Karlsson & Eva Lindström
Urax förlag, Sweden

Foreign rights contact:
Carin Bacho
carin.bacho@kojaagency.com

THE CHEWY STONE SOUP
Alain Serge Dzotap & Irène Schoch
Les éditions des éléphants, France

Foreign rights contact:
Stéphanie Vernet
thepicturebookagency@gmail.com

JOANNA’S PLANT
Luca Caimmi
Editions Notari, Switzerland

Foreign rights contact:
Valentina Colombo
valentina@phileasfoggagency.com

EVERYBODY COUNTS
Kristin Roskilde
Magikon Forlag, Norway

Foreign rights contact:
Svein Størksen
svein@magikon.no

A BOY ON THE ROAD
Peng Xuejun & Qu Lan
21st Century Publishing House, China

Foreign rights contact:
Solene Fengbei Xie
solene.xie@outlook.com

JANE, THE FOX AND ME
Fanny Britt & Isabelle Arsenault
La Pastèque, Canada

Foreign rights contact:
Frédéric Gauthier
fred@lapasteque.com

View these picturebooks in full at dpictus.com
PLOC’S TREE
Mélanie Rutten
Editions MeMo, France
Foreign rights contact:
Hannele Legras
hannele@hanneleandassociates.fr

EVERYBODY ASKS WHY
Eva Susso & Anna Höglund
Lilla Piratförlaget, Sweden
Foreign rights contact:
Linda Widman
linda@lillapiratforlaget.se

THE GUEST
Junko Nakamura
Editions MeMo, France
Foreign rights contact:
Hannele Legras
hannele@hanneleandassociates.fr

IT’S IN THE DETAIL
Elisa Géhin
Les Fourmis Rouges, France
Foreign rights contact:
Hannele Legras
hannele@hanneleandassociates.fr

THE BIG ADVENTURE OF A LITTLE LINE
Serge Bloch
Éditions Sarbacane, France
Foreign rights contact:
Phi-Anh Nguyen
phanh@sarbacane.net

A GOOD DAY
Daniel Nesquens & Miren Asiain Lora
Eerdman, United States
Foreign rights contact:
Valentina Colombo
valentina@phileasfoggagency.com

THE KIOSK
Anete Melece
Liels un mazs, Latvia
Foreign rights contact:
Alise Nigale
limze@lielsmazs.lv

View these picturebooks in full at dpictus.com
SÃO PAULO
Andrés Sandovaal
Pato Lógico, Portugal
Foreign rights contact:
Marta Ferreira
marta.ferreira@pato-logico.com

MY CRAZY IDEAS
Ramona Badescu, Walid Taher & Georges Daaboul
Le port a jauni, France
Foreign rights contact:
Mathilde Chèvre
leportajauni@free.fr

ATLAS OF TRAVELS AND EXPLORERS
Isabel Minhós Martins & Bernardo P. Carvalho
Planeta Tangerina, Portugal
Foreign rights contact:
Mariana Vale
mariana.vale@planetatangerina.com

SO THIS IS A DICTATORSHIP
Equipo Plantel & Mikel Casal
Media Vaca, Spain
Foreign rights contact:
Begoña Lobo Abascal
administracion@mediavaca.net

IN THE GARDEN
Irene Penazzi
Maison Eliza, France
Foreign rights contact:
Anja Mundt
anja@mundtagency.com

THE LITTLE MAN OF NOTHING
Gianni Rodari & Olmpia Zagnoli
Emme Edizioni (Edizioni EL), Italy
Foreign rights contact:
Mara Nascimben
nascimben@edizioniel.it

AN ORCHARD IN MY BELLY
Simon Boulerice & Gérard DuBois
La courte échelle, Canada
Foreign rights contact:
Mariève Talbot
marieve@courteechelle.com

THE BUTTERFLY WORKSHOP
Gioconda Belli & Wolf Erlbruch
Peter Hammer Verlag, Germany
Foreign rights contact:
Anja Mundt
anja@mundtagency.com

100 OUTSTANDING PICTUREBOOKS
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A RIVER
Marc Martin
Penguin Random House, Australia

Foreign rights contact:
Jordan Meek
JMeek@penguinrandomhouse.com.au

JAN TOOROP: THE SONG OF TIME
Kitty Crowther
Leopold, Netherlands

Foreign rights contact:
Sophie Mulder
sophie.mulder@wpgmedia.nl

WAR
José Jorge Letria & André Letria
Pato Lógico, Portugal

Foreign rights contact:
Marta Ferreira
marta.ferreira@pato-logico.com

ME AND EVERYBODY
Ylva Karlsson & Sara Lundberg
Rabén & Sjögren, Sweden

Foreign rights contact:
Carin Bacho
carin.bacho@kojaagency.com
TO THE TOP
Emilie Vast
Editions MeMo, France

Foreign rights contact:
Hannele Legras
hannele@hanneleandassociates.fr

ELLINGTON
Marlies Bardeli & Ingrid Godon
Peter Hammer Verlag, Germany

Foreign rights contact:
Anja Mundt
anja@mundtagency.com

THE SHADOW ELEPHANT
Nadine Robert & Valéro Vidali
Comme des géants, Canada

Foreign rights contact:
Stéphanie Vernet
thepicturebookagency@gmail.com

THE TUNNEL
Hege Siri & Mari Kanstad Johnsen
Magikon Forlag, Norway

Foreign rights contact:
Svein Størksen
svein@magikon.no

WOMEN AND MEN
Equipo Plantel & Luci Gutiérrez
Media Vaca, Spain

Foreign rights contact:
Begoña Lobo Abascal
administracion@mediavaca.net

I WISH I HAD...
Giovanna Zoboli & Simona Mullazzani
Topipittori, Italy

Foreign rights contact:
Lisa Topi
lisa@topipittori.it

MOON SHERBET
Heena Baek
Bear Books, Korea

Foreign rights contact:
Sunhee Lim
bear@bearbooks.co.kr

WHAT IS A CHILD?
Beatrice Alemagna
Topipittori, Italy

Foreign rights contact:
Lisa Topi
lisa@topipittori.it

View these picturebooks in full at dpictus.com
WORMS, CLOUDS, EVERYTHING
Lote Vilma Vītiņa
kuš! komiksi, Latvia

Foreign rights contact:
Sanita Muizniece
komikss@gmail.com

THE CASTLE
Emma AdBåge
Lilla Piratförlaget, Sweden

Foreign rights contact:
Linda Widman
linda@lillapiratforlaget.se

LOUDLY, SOFTLY, IN A WHISPER
Romana Romanystyn & Andriy Lesiv
The Old Lion Publishing House, Ukraine

Foreign rights contact:
Ivan Fedechko
ivan.fedechko@starlev.com.ua

OUTSIDE
Maria Ana Peixe Dias, Inês Teixeira do Rosário & Bernardo P. Carvalho
Planeta Tangerina, Portugal

Foreign rights contact:
Mariana Vale
mariana.vale@planetatangerina.com

View these picturebooks in full at dpictus.com
MY MUM MY DAD
Małgorzata Świędrowska & Joanna Bartosik
Wytwórnia, Poland
Foreign rights contact:
Magdalena Kłos-Podsiadło
magdalenaklos@wytwornia.com

THE VERY TIRED MAN AND THE WOMAN WHO PASSIONATELY LOVE BONSAI TREES
Peter Verhelst & Kaatje Vermeire
De Eenhorn, Belgium
Foreign rights contact:
Sarah Claeyts
sarah.claeyts@eenhorn.be

SLUSH MOUNTAIN
Bjørn Rune Lie
Magikon Forlag, Norway
Foreign rights contact:
Svein Størksen
svein@magikon.no

DON’T CROSS THE LINE!
Isabel Minhós Martins & Bernardo P. Carvalho
Planeta Tangerina, Portugal
Foreign rights contact:
Mariana Vale
mariana.vale@planetatangerina.com

FABLES
Aesop & Simone Rea
Topipittori, Italy
Foreign rights contact:
Lisa Topi
lisa@topipittori.it

RAIN
Anders Holmer
Natur & Kultur, Sweden
Foreign rights contact:
Carin Bacho
carin.bacho@kojaagency.com

YOUR TURN, ADRIAN
Helena Oberg & Kristin Lidström
Mirando Bok, Sweden
Foreign rights contact:
Carin Bacho
carin.bacho@kojaagency.com

THE LOST SOUL
Olga Tokarczuk & Joanna Concejo
Editions Format, Poland
Foreign rights contact:
Dorota Hartwich
d.hartwich@wydawnictwoformat.pl

View these picturebooks in full at dpictus.com
THE BIRD WITHIN ME FLIES WHEREVER IT WANTS
Sara Lundberg
Mirando Bok, Sweden

Foreign rights contact:
Carin Bacho
carin.bacho@kojaagency.com

THE MAN IN THE MOON
Seymour Chwast
Corraini Edizioni, Italy

Foreign rights contact:
Giovanna Ballin
rights@corraini.com

MAPS
Aleksandra and Daniel Mizielńscy
Dwie Siostry, Poland

Foreign rights contact:
Jadwiga Jędryas
jadzia@wydawnictwodwiesiostry.pl

THUMBSHINERS
Henrik Drescher
Magikon Forlag, Norway

Foreign rights contact:
Svein Størksen
svein@magikon.no
THE SLANT BOOK
Peter Newell
Orecchio Acerbo, Italy

Foreign rights contact:
Carla Ghisalberti
carla.orecchioacerbo@gmail.com

A HOUSE FOR GRANDPA
Grassa Toro & Isidro Ferrer
Libros del Zorro Rojo, Spain

Foreign rights contact:
Marcela Guzmán
rights@librosdelzorrorojo.com

STORIES OF THE NIGHT
Kitty Crowther
Lilla Piratförlaget, Sweden

Foreign rights contact:
Linda Widman
linda@lillapiratforlaget.se

THE GIRL AND HER SEVEN HORSES
Hadi Mohammadi & Nooshin Safakhooh
Querido, Netherlands (picturebook origin: Iran)

Foreign rights contact:
Luciënne van der Leije
l.van.der.leije@singeluitgeverijen.nl

WINGS AND WAVES
Pablo Albo & Pablo Auladell
Barbara Fiore Editora, Spain

Foreign rights contact:
Barbara Fiore
bfiore@me.com

ANIMAL
Maria José Ferrada & Ana Palmero
Alboroto ediciones, Mexico

Foreign rights contact:
Valentina Colombo
valentina@phileasfoggagency.com

I, ALFONSINA
Joan Negrescolor
Orfeu Negro, Portugal

Foreign rights contact:
Patrícia Guerreiro Nunes
press@orfeunegro.org
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**About the dPICTUS team**

Since our first of many visits to the Bologna Children’s Book Fair, we’ve been captivated by the beautiful, innovative, powerful, diverse, touching and challenging picturebooks being published around the world. With dPICTUS, we’re dedicated to helping these outstanding picturebooks cross borders and captivate new readers.

dPICTUS was founded in England by brothers Sam McCullen (illustrator, writer, editor and designer) and Jon McCullen (designer and web developer), and the platform was developed with generous feedback and guidance from a small group of international publishers and agents. In 2016, author-illustrator Kitty Crowther from Belgium joined the team, and Swedish publisher Erik Titusson has been the main advisor since 2017.

dPICTUS also runs PICTUREBOOK MAKERS, a blog and online gallery where the world’s finest picturebook artists talk about the creation of their books. The resource has been visited over a million times by people from more than 200 countries.

“We need excellent picturebooks in the world. Books from other cultures help us to understand each other, to develop empathy and wiseness. Mass-market, commercial books are quite scary to me; they’re like fast food; they sell well for short periods, but are bad for children and will be totally forgotten tomorrow. Good books need a deep creation process. With dPICTUS, we want to highlight some of the very best picturebooks from around the world, and help them travel.”

**Kitty Crowther**

Celebrated picturebook author-illustrator from Belgium. Recipient of the Astrid Lindgren Memorial Award (ALMA), the world’s largest award for children’s and young adult literature.